
Self-Assessment: Critical Skills for Inclusion Partners 

Developed by Kathy Obear, Ed. D., 2014 

Directions: Read each of the following and rate how often you currently practice these skills: 

1= Never 2 = Rarely 3= Occasionally 4= Often S=Always 

A. Use an Inclusion Lens to both observe and respond effectively to group

dynamics.

1. I intentionally notice/track the various privileged and marginalized group

memberships of others during meetings, conversations, etc.

2. I intentionally use an Inclusion Lens to notice/track how people interact with

each other, including: whose ideas get attended; whose ideas are

ignored/dismissed; who interrupts; who gets interrupted; who is given

leadership; how much air time people use; how people react verbally and

nonverbally as others share; how decisions get made, who has eye contact with

whom; to whom do people direct their comments, etc.

3. I describe the details or "facts" of what I observe/pan without judgment,

assumption, interpretation or conclusions.

4. I notice what issues of diversity are discussed effectively and which ones are

ignored or not addressed productively.

5. I introduce topics or issues related to diversity, equity, and inclusion that others

do not seem to raise or bring up.

6. I respond effectively when I notice stereotypic and/or exclusionary comments

and behaviors in meetings.

7. I am aware of how people may experience and interpret comments and

nonverbal behaviors differently based upon their cultural perspective,

and their experiences in their multiple privileged and marginalized groups.

B. Engage others effectively

8. I encourage group members to participate and engage them in the process.

9. I use effective listening and communication techniques, including clarifying,

paraphrasing, open-ended questions, etc.
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F. My self-work as an Inclusion Partner

__ 53. I am aware of my biases, assumptions, and stereotypes for the full range of 

privileged and marginalized groups. 

__ 54. I continually interrupt, reframe, and unlearn my biases, stereotypes, and 

assumptions about members of privileged and marginalized groups. 

__ 55. I understand how my various privileged and marginalized group 

memberships impact how I am perceived and experienced by others. 

__ 56. I understand how my various privileged and marginalized group 

memberships impact how I make meaning of situations, and then how 

I react/respond. 

__ 57. I am aware of how my beliefs about "what is "effective" ___ has been 

influenced by my socialization and experiences in my multiple privileged 

and marginalized group memberships (i.e., communication styles, decision 

making practices, dialogue skills, conflict resolution, training, meeting 

management, supervision, advising ... ) 

__ 58. I continuously use an Inclusion Lens to self-reflect to examine my 

behaviors, assumptions, feelings, and attitudes and their impact on others. 

__ 59. I continually seek and utilize feedback about my behaviors and attitudes 

from members of privileged and marginalized; and utilize their input 

to improve my practice. 

__ 60. I am aware of my "early warning signals" that I am beginning to feel 

triggered. 

__ 61. I am able to notice and navigate my own triggered feelings of anger, fear, 

stress, grief, etc., so that I do not "work my issues on the group." 

__ 62. I am aware of my common triggers and their intrapersonal roots. 

__ 63. I actively do my work around my triggers: explore their roots; do my 

healing work; etc. 

64. I actively expand my understanding of issues of diversity, equity and inclusion.
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